1. Updated “analog interface” files to add a chamfer at analog seat to accommodate manufacturing change of the analogs.

2. Updated “snap scan body 8mm” and “snap scan body 11mm” files to latest revision; added scan body post down to IAJ for full removal of scan body geometry from scan.

3. Added NT Trading scan bodies for all internal platforms. This allows for alignment with scans taken using these scan bodies.
   a. NT Trading 3.0 Scan Body
   b. NT Trading 3.5 Scan Body
   c. NT Trading 4.5 Scan Body
   d. NT Trading 5.7 Scan Body

4. Renamed Elos IO Scan Cap files and references within library – Elos is now manufacturing BioHorizons branded scan bodies for all 4 platforms and MU connection.
   a. Elos IO-11A-A Rev A: 3.0mm platform
   b. Elos IO-11A-B Rev B: 3.5mm platform
   c. Elos IO-11A-C Rev B: 4.5mm platform
   d. Elos IO-11A-D Rev B: 5.7mm platform
   e. Elos IO-11B-A Rev B: MU platform

5. Removed “Elos Scan Cap” files from library. Elos is only continuing to manufacture the IO scan bodies.